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Abstract
Motion capture coupled with on-body sensing and biofeedback are key enabling technologies for assisted motor rehabilitation.
However, wearability, power efficiency and measurement repeatability remain the principle challenges that need to be addressed
before widespread adoption of such systems becomes possible. The weight and the size of the on-body sensing system needs to
be kept small, and the system should not interfere with the user’s movements or actions, but in general they are bulky due to their
power consumption requirements. Furthermore, on-body sensors are very sensitive to positioning, which causes increased
variability in the motion data. Isolating the characteristic patterns that represent the most important motion data affected by
random positioning errors, while also reducing the power consumption, is our main concern. We consider an automated
computational approach to address the two problems. We investigate the use of f-PCA for signal separation, whilst accounting
for variability in the sensor position. In the designed experiments, we use human subjects and a robot arm to generate motion
data, which is analogous to the human joint flexion-extension motion. The data are captured by an active marker-based motion
capture system. As both the motion capture system and the robot arm are very accurate in their operation, we are able to
introduce deliberate placement errors in a precisely controlled manner. The results are independent from the technology used to
measure motion because we consider joint angles as variables in our analysis. The proposed approach can thus be applied to
other motion capture systems. The proposed post-processing technique can compensate for uncertainties due to sensor positional
changes, whilst allowing greater energy efficiency of the sensors, thus enabling improved flexibility and usability of on-body
sensing.
Keywords: Motion capture, on-body sensing, sensor power efficiency, sensor placement.
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I. Introduction
Wearable computing devices are used to measure human body parameters via on-body sensors. These systems can capture
different kinds of information such as motion and physiological activities [1]-[2]-[3]. Our work is motivated by the foreseen need
for motion capture applications of home-based motor learning, for example, for assisted rehabilitation or ongoing motor training
of disabled users, where wearable system design needs to consider the wearers’ comfort and fitting requirements whilst targeting
measurement performance. The weight and size of the system needs to be small, and the system should not interfere with the
user’s movements or actions, especially in motion capture applications [4]. Motion can be captured by placing sensors directly
on the body, but they can be cumbersome, uncomfortable to wear and potentially easy to displace. These systems are sensitive to,
and highly dependent on, changes in position of sensors, which affect measurement accuracy. This could seriously undermine the
effectiveness of self-administered motor training.
In order for motion capture system to be widely adopted as an assistive technology for home-based user-driven rehabilitation,
they need to be robust to user placement errors, as well as portable and energy efficient [5]. In motion capture, failure to place
markers/sensors accurately is probably the single greatest contributor to measurement variability [6], which is a key impediment
to the wider adoption of home-based assistive rehabilitation. Placing markers accurately with respect to specific anatomical
landmarks and determining the location of joint centers and other anatomical features in relation to these markers are very
important in determining the anthropometry of an individual subject to derive motion data [7]-[8].
This problem of accurate placement is likely to be exacerbated if the sensors or markers are to be positioned by non-expert
users. Existing systems require tight fitting of the garment for precise sensor positioning [9]-[10]. Although close textile-body
coupling is an advantage in sensor applications, it is uncomfortable and therefore not conducive to committed/persistent motor
training that is necessary in long-term rehabilitation or motor function treatments. For looser garments, selecting appropriate
sensor positions correctly is essential and is therefore carried out by experts. This prevents a wider adoption of such systems into
user populations that would hugely benefit from them, such as rehabilitation patients requiring long-term treatment, or patients
with disabilities needing on-going motor training to maintain function [11]-[12].
Sensor misplacement adversely affects the reliable measurement of joint angles. Determining anatomical landmarks position
to derive joints centers is influenced by sensor placement [13]. There are substantial differences between the ability of experts
and self-marking operators to correctly determine anatomical landmark locations [14]. In [15] it has been shown that hip joint
center mislocation of 30 mm in the anterior-posterior direction generates a mean error on the flexion/extension moment of about
22%. Physiological knee motions were observed in [16] such as the “screw-home” mechanism even when such motion did not
occur, which was due to landmark position uncertainties. These uncertainties can lead to erroneous clinical interpretation of the
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estimation and thus misdiagnosis in rehabilitation.
Body sensing platforms for monitoring of various biological and physiological signals face the challenge of achieving lowpower consumption as well. The overall size of the electronic part of wearable systems is generally dominated by the size of the
batteries. Hence to have less bulky systems, sensors need to operate with low power consumption. Changing the sampling rate
has been used as a technique for reducing the power consumption. Adaptive sampling is established as a practical method of
reducing the sample data volume and thus increasing the energy efficiency [17]. In [18] a low-power analogue system is
proposed, which adjusts the converter clock rate. The system allows a low-power and small-sized implementation that can
ultimately be integrated into a body-area network sensor. Reducing sampling rate by compressive sampling approaches is a novel
sensing/sampling paradigm asserting that one can recover certain signals from far fewer samples or measurements than
traditional methods using Nyquist rate [19].
Context-aware sensing known as episodic sampling for wearable sensor technologies has been introduced in [20]. The
technique requires a trade-off between energy reduction and accuracy of the system. The effect of reducing the sampling rate of a
wearable posture recognition system has been studied in [21]. It is shown that the performance of the posture classification is
insensitive to reductions in the sampling rate from 100Hz down to 10 Hz for inertial sensors.
Our work shows how statistical signal processing techniques can be used to compensate for uncertainties in motion data due to
random placement errors, while also reducing power consumption. We use functional data analysis techniques, including fitting
functions on data sampled at a reduced rate, and principal component analysis to overcome undesirable signal variability. The
motivation in applying functional data analysis on human motion data are firstly, smoothness of motion data; and secondly, the
principle that the best unit of information is the entire observed function rather than a string of numbers. It is assumed that
human motion data have an underlying functional relationship governing them [22]-[23].
Removal of undesirable signals from a superposition of source signals is one of the challenges in signal processing. Filtering
strategies for suppression of unwanted source signals have traditionally involved a linear decomposition of signals. The approach
is to re-express the original data along a new coordinate system such that the signal of interest can be separated from other
sources in the original data while projecting along different bases. By keeping the bases describing the signal of interest and
rejecting the rest, filtering can be achieved. Depending on the means by which the bases are determined, these methods can be
classified into a priori and adaptive categories.
In a priori approaches the bases are defined independently of the data, like frequency based Finite Impulse Response (FIR) or
Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) filtering has been widely used in clutter rejection [24][25]. Although DFT-based methods have been widely used, they underperform when the frequency characteristics of the
unwanted signal and the signal of interest overlap. To overcome this challenge adaptive frameworks for determining basis
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functions have been introduced. In adaptive approaches the bases are determined adaptively from the data. ICA (Independent
Component Analysis), PCA (Principal Component Analysis) and SVF (Singular Value Filter) based signal separation methods
are examples of adaptive filtering. In these techniques the basis functions are determined adaptively using statistical properties of
the data.
ICA based filtering techniques separate unwanted sources of variation from the desired signal by maximizing the entropy of
the data transformed linearly into the ICA component axes [26]-[27]. In PCA, the basis functions are determined adaptively from
the covariance properties of the data [28]. PCA finds orthogonal directions of greatest variance in the data, whereas ICA
component maps may be non-orthogonal. SVF differs from PCA based approaches by incorporating a weighting function that
computes non-binary filter coefficients adaptively from information contained in the singular value spectrum [29].
In this paper we show the superiority of functional PCA (f-PCA) over PCA and other introduced filtering approaches with
respect to compensation of motion data variance, even when the sampling rate is reduced. To our knowledge, this technique has
hitherto not been employed in the context of reducing undesirable motion capture variability and improving power efficiency.
The proposed signal processing approach is used as a post-processing technique. It can be used in motion capture laboratories for
filtering the data and then returning the “cleaned” information from which undesirable variations have been removed, to
clinicians for assessment or to automated motion analysis and biofeedback subsystems of an assisted rehabilitation system. Our
method is described in Section II, where we explain the motion data acquisition process and experiment design. The signal
processing techniques applied are introduced in Section III. The experimental results, which validate the applicability of the
described signal processing techniques, are given in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
II. Method
In our experiments we use a marker based motion capture system which is considered the “gold standard” in this field due to
the measurement precision [8]. Human and Robot arm motion, which is analogous to flexion and extension of human joint, are
captured. The robot arm movement is repetitive with high accuracy which can simulate human joints motion in repetitive
movements. We used this equipment because its high precision limits sources of variation except for the ones that we
intentionally invoke. We consider joint angles as motion data in our analysis. This has the benefit of making the results
independent from the technology used to measure motion allowing the proposed approach to be generalized for use with other
motion capture technologies.
A. Motion Data Acquisition Process
The motion capture system used in the study has been described in detail in [8]. Here we outline it only briefly. We use a
general-purpose 3D commercial optical motion capture system named Codamotion. The measurement unit contains three prealigned solid-state cameras which track the position of active infra-red LED markers, in real-time. The markers are powered
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from small battery boxes (Fig. 1), which attach to the subject at specific landmarks via solid incompressible wands and plates
designed for specific body segments.
A robotic arm [30] was used to measure the effect of random marker placement errors during controlled rotations of one rigid
body segment with respect to another (Fig. 2). The robot has a movement positional repeatability of ±0.02mm. When defining
rigid body segments for three dimensional kinematic analysis, a minimum of three markers are required per segment: two
markers define the longitudinal axis of the segment (in our laboratory, we define the longitudinal axis as the Z axis; anteriorposterior axis is the X axis and the medio-lateral axis is the Y axis), and the third marker is placed off center from the Z axis to
define the segment as a rigid body in motion capture model [31]-[32].
B. Experiment Design
Referring to our previous published work, [7], we used the same setting for experiment design on human subject. In addition,
we designed the robot arm experiments and our concern is energy efficiency of the system while compensating for variability in
the motion data due to random changes in the position of the sensors. We used a robot arm due to its ability to repeat actions with
high precision. The robot arm was modeled as two rigid bodies; the upper segment defined as rigid body 1 and the lower defined
as rigid body 2. The robot arm motion of 130 degrees rotation was recorded during intervals of fifteen seconds. Each marker was
moved in a random direction by a distance of 2 cm from the initial reference position in the plane of the body segment. We used
a random number generator to derive the random position of sensors within a radius of 2 cm from the center of each joint. The
random number generator generates a random angle between 0 and 360 degrees. It also provides a random radius between 0 and
2 cm.

Fig. 1. Markers and drive boxes of the on-body sensing system
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Fig. 2. The configuration of markers on the robot arm that was used on both sides of each segment. The large black boxes contain the batteries and electronics.

In the first step of the robot arm experiment, we gradually reduced the sampling rate to see whether or not the energy
efficiency of the on-body sensors will increase. We collected data from several motion capture sessions, each lasting 15 seconds.
The voltage level of sensor batteries was measured before and after each session. The chosen sampling rates were 200, 100, 50,
25, 10, 5, 2, 1 Hz. The measured difference between voltage level of sensors before and after motion capture at different
frequencies is due to the change in the sampling frequency.
In the next step of the robot arm experiment, we carried out ten sessions of marker wearing on the robot arm to explore the
combined effect of lowered sampling rate and reduced accuracy of motion capture due to random changes in positions of
sensors. We performed 10 motion capture sessions for each of 8 different sampling frequencies (200, 100, 50, 25, 10, 5, 2, 1
Hz), with sensors in randomly changed positions. That is, one randomization of sensor positions was captured for 8 different
frequencies, to enable comparisons and analysis of statistical significance. Therefore, we have the robot arm motion data for each
frequency 10 times, each time with different random changes in sensors’ positions. The captured motion data of different marker
wearing sessions differ in the number of samples per session, and in the variation due to random changes in position of sensors.

III. The Signal Processing Technique
We use PCA and f-PCA as source separation techniques to see if the variations due to reduction in sampling rate and random
changes in position of sensors can be compensated for simultaneously. In this section we briefly introduce PCA and f-PCA as
filtering techniques for separation of deterministic and stochastic components in the signal.
A. Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis is a technique in statistical data analysis and feature extraction. For a brief mathematical
description of the signal processing technique, we consider the multivariate motion data in the form of N different real-valued,
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time dependent motion vectors of each joint corresponding to N motion capture sessions [33]. Each motion vector consists of M
time samples. So there would be N motion vectors, one for each session, each comprising M time samples. We combine these Mdimensional vectors into a single M-by-N motion matrix per joint angle as it is shown in (1). For L joint angle motion signals, we
have L such matrices (in our case, L=15).
(1)
	
  

Data need to be standardized, so they will have zero mean and unit variance, forming the matrix Y as shown in (2). The
standardization affects the PCA results; the covariance matrix of standardized data is equal to the correlation coefficient matrix
and the eigenvectors are normalized to unity. The jth columns of Y form M-dimensional vectors, which are the standardized
time sequences of the jth column of X.
(2)

Linear combinations of the original variables with maximum variance result in achieving principal components (PCs). The
PCs are obtained from the N eigenvalues

and eigenvectors

of data covariance matrix,

. Hence data can be represented as (3), where

, which is defined as
are the corresponding time

series called “scores”. The number of principal components is equal to the number of original signal vectors, N. Principal
components also referred to modes and are shown by

.
(3)

Principal components correspond to the eigenvectors directly. Each eigenvalue represents a measure of the variance, deviation
or spread of the data along the corresponding mode or principal component. Usually, the eigenvalues are ordered from the
highest to the lowest:
=

. The total population variance is given by the sum of all eigenvalues: Total Variance
. The percentage of the total variance in the data explained by the
Explained variance (i) =

PC is given by:
(4)

Thus, filtering of data that preserves the significant variance within the data but eliminates small variance contributions can be
achieved by inverse transformation from the subset of PCs that contain most of the data variance, e.g. from the first P PCs, where
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P<N. This feature is used to remove the variance due to random placement errors, as these contribute relatively smaller
proportion of variance to the data when compared to the inherent variability of the motion data.

B. Functional Principal Component Analysis
A useful technique to separate deterministic and stochastic components of movement patterns while preserving the timedependence of the signals is f-PCA. It allows for separation of the main and residual components of a data set. Considering
consistent features as coherent components implies the mechanisms generating these common structures follow deterministic
rules, otherwise they would not be consistent. In contrast, the residual components often contain a degree of randomness or
stochasticity.
This technique is an extension of the PCA statistical technique, where the principal components are represented by functions
rather than vectors [34]. The upper limit number of principal components in the multivariate case is the number of variables,
while in f-PCA the number of eigenfunctions is equal to a minimum of (K, N), where K is the number of basis functions, and N is
the number of variables [22]. The number of basis functions K should be less than or equal to the number of sampled data points,
M. An exact representation is achieved when K=M. The smaller K is and the better the basis functions reflect certain
characteristics of the data, the less computation is required. However, if we make K too small, we may miss some important
aspects of the function that we are trying to estimate. A larger K provides a better fit to the data. By considering the mentioned
challenges, we selected the number of basis functions equal to the number of variables which is equal to 10.
In the first step, we should fit function to the data for each motion vector. To fit a function to our data, we use a set of
functional building blocks

,

, called basis functions which are combined linearly (5). That is, a function x(t)

fitted to the measured data is expressed as a basis function expansion;
(5)

Parameters
where

are the coefficients of the expansion. The matrix expression of N functions can be expressed as

is a vector of length N containing the functions

, and the coefficient matrix

,

has N rows and K columns. The

functional eigenequation is
(6)

where

is an eigenvalue and

is an eigenfunction of the variance-covariance function. The eigenfunction which is called

principal component weight function,

, can be found by (7):
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(7)

Maximize
Subject to

,

where the principal component score is defined as:

=

(s)

(s) ds.

(8)

Eigenvalues can be constructed stepwise by requiring each new eigenfunction computed in step l, to be orthogonal to those
computed in the previous steps,

(9)

Deterministic and stochastic components of movement patterns can be separated by using f-PCA as a filtering technique,
particularly when partitioning signals into deterministic and stochastic components. This is achieved by subtracting either one or
other from the signal and can be regarded as filtering the noise or the common parts, respectively. Random changes in positions
of sensors causes a random effect on the motion data, therefore to separate this effect from the main and coherent component of
movement, we partition the data into two elements,

and

, as shown in (10):

(10)

Here we assume the number of basis functions is greater than the number of variables. The sum of the dominant principal
components weight functions is given by

, so the filter characteristic depends on the data. The number of modes that

define the global pattern influences the filtered pattern. We select the most relevant principal component weight function, the one
with largest variation, and remove the rest from the f-PCA domain. We select the PCs that reflect at least 95 percentage of
variance. The percentage of the total variance can be calculated by (4). The data are then returned to the original signal domain,
but without the eigenfunctions containing smaller variations. This gives us filtered, cleaner data where random variation due to
placement errors is removed.
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IV. Results and Discussion
The mean variance before and after applying the techniques reviewed in the Introduction section has been calculated for each
of the subjects’ body angles in 10 marker sessions as explained in [7] to compare the performance of the proposed approach with
other techniques. The percentage of mean variance improvement in the X, Y, and Z direction after applying different techniques
is shown in Fig. 3, 4 and 5. The values in these figures are for normalized data. The angles are pelvis, hip, knee, ankle and foot.
Results of applying fast DFT (FFT), SVF, ICA and PCA based filtering techniques are compared with the proposed fPCA one.
We use two algorithms for Independent Component Analysis based on Maximum Likelihood (ICA ML) and ICA Molgedy and
Schuster (MS) [35].
We considered the improvement as a percentage of variance change in the data before and after applying the filtering
techniques. Results show that as random changes in the position of sensors are introduced, variation in motion data increases. We
can see that the performance of fPCA and PCA are similar. Other techniques perform worse, especially FFT-based filtering as it
just removes the high frequency patterns in the data, and thus is unable to separate stochastic patterns from the deterministic one.
The ICA based filtering technique causes more ripple in the data so it cannot separate the dominant mean of variation in the
derived angle motion data. This is because ICA based signal separation performs properly on non-Gaussian distributed data. The
SVF-based filter performs worse than fPCA since the dominant mode of variance in the data in fPCA-based filtering is reflected
in the first few principal components.

Fig. 3, Mean percentage of variance improvement in the X direction.
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Fig. 4, Mean percentage of variance improvement in the Y direction.

Fig. 5, Mean percentage of variance improvement in the Z direction.

In the robot arm experiments, the voltage before and after motion capture session in different frequencies was measured in 15
seconds intervals for the six sensor boxes. We measured all sensor voltages in the same, full condition of sensor battery. Fig. 6
shows that as sampling frequency rate increases, voltage drop within the fixed time of the measurement session, increases as
well. It shows the impact of reduction in frequency on energy usage. There is a reduction in power consumption due to
decreasing sampling rate.
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Fig. 6. Voltage drops in sensors batteries versus frequency of sampling.

Regarding the next step of the robot arm experiment, data variance of ten marker wearing sessions for each sampling
frequency was calculated as the square of the standard deviation of each joint angle motion signal. The variances of unprocessed
and processed captured motion data sampled at different frequency rates are shown in Table 1. As expected, the reduction in
sampling rate increases the variance. Results show that down to the Nyquist frequency the variance is of the same order of
magnitude. Although there is an increase in magnitude of variance from 100 Hz to 200 Hz, this is an insignificant amount that
can be due to high frequency noise. The residual high frequency noise in the position measurement arises mainly from photodetector current noise in the cameras and the effects caused by room lighting [8]. In motion capture, these kinds of noise are
usually compensated for by using a low pass filter. A further reduction in sampling rate below the Nyquist frequency causes a
significant increase in the variance. However, applying the filtering technique compensates for the increase in the variance. The
results show that f-PCA outperforms PCA in terms of data variance, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
Table 1
Variance change before and after applying PCA and f-PCA
Frequency
(Hz)
200
100
50
25
10
5
2
1

Before
7.6601
6.7113
6.1156
6.0807
10.8290
16.1705
41.5028
273.5735

After
PCA
f-PCA
6.9826
4.8996
6.1446
4.1501
5.5804
3.6543
5.0608
3.2224
4.1176
2.6794
7.8966
5.8977
6.6151
4.7679
25.4157 17.7664
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Percentage of change (%)

PCA
8.84
8.44
8.75
16.77
61.98
51.17
84.06
90.71

f-PCA
36.04
38.16
40.25
47.01
75.26
63.53
88.51
93.51

Fig. 7. Percentage of variance change for different frequencies before and after applying PCA and F-PCA based signal separation techniques.

It is shown in Fig. 7 that as the sampling rate reduces, the improvement will increase. But by comparing PCA and f-PCA
filtering results we see that f-PCA can better compensate for variations due to random changes in the positions of sensors than
PCA. The advantage of f-PCA over PCA is more obvious at higher frequency sampling rates. Figure 7 shows that f-PCA works
better than PCA at all frequencies, although we see a change in the trend of relative improvement below 25 Hz, which is due to
sampling below the Nyquist frequency. We know that the sampling rate must be at least twice the maximum frequency present in
the signal, which is called the Nyquist rate. In the motion data that we captured the Nyquist rate is 20 Hz, which explains the
reduction in the relative improvement below 25 Hz.
Depending on the user preference and application goals, the sampling frequency can be selected among the available range of
the system frequencies. If the goal is accuracy of the captured data, higher frequencies are recommended. Lower frequencies are
suggested in the cases where the goal is lowering the energy usage of sensors, for example, to extend capture time in field
applications. So by decreasing sampling rate we can increase life time of sensors’ batteries. The life of a battery can be given
either as the number of charge and discharge cycles that can be delivered or as the total lifetime in years. Factors which affect the
battery life are the operating temperature, the discharge depth, and the charging regime. When the average current drain on the
battery is lower, the discharge time or service life to the end of the battery life is longer [36]. The average current (

) can be

calculated by following equation.
(11)

In this equation

shows the time intervals that the battery provides current,

, for the connected circuit. If

the time intervals during which the battery provides current to the circuit are of a shorter duration, the battery can provide power
for motion capture sessions over a longer period. It means that when there is a reduction in sampling rate of markers attached to
the batteries, the total time during which the current will be needed will decrease. The smaller current requirement will enable
longer motion capture intervals between battery recharging.
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Assuming a specific time interval for motion capture in different sampling rates, and equal active time in each period for all
frequencies,

, the total time that each sensor drain current from batteries is calculated by:

of motion capture, for higher frequencies the number of active time slots,
then

. In a specific time interval

, is higher. It can be written as

,

. Therefore:
(12)

for

which means the total time that the sensors drain current from batteries is greater in higher frequencies. According to equation
(11), the service life of the battery, which is dependent on average current drain, will be increased by decreasing the sampling
rate so longer system life time.
The proposed signal processing approach adds processing complexity to the motion capture procedure of the order of
2(

) [35]. In this formula n is number of samples and m is the dimensionality which is equal

to the number of variables. However, since on-body sensing systems usually have a central system for analyzing the data that is
located far from the body and connected to a powerful processing unit with a connection to an abundant electricity supply,
processing complexity is not a challenge in this case.
To test for statistical significance of our results, we carried out a multiple comparison test on the data. In this test we
considered variance in the data as the dependent variable, and the sampling frequency and applied techniques as independent
variables. We used a two-way ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) test on the results produced at different sampling frequencies. For
each test, data were grouped into 4 categories. The first group is the baseline where there is no frequency change (i.e. the
sampling rate is the standard 200 Hz), and the filtering techniques are not applied on the data. The rest of the results were
grouped into three treatment groups, depending on whether either or both of the two independent treatments, that is, reducing the
sampling rate and/or application of the f-PCA technique, where applied.
The hypothesis is that there is significant difference in variance after applying the proposed approach from the baseline where
the filtering technique was not applied on the data sampled at the 200 Hz standard sampling rate. The test results show that there
is a sufficiently small p value (less than 0.05) for the hypothesis. It means there is a significant difference from the baseline and
the marginal means of the 3 groups’ populations in the test. This implies that there is a substantial effect due to the application of
the proposed technique. The multiple comparison test confirms that reducing the frequency increases the variance in the data
significantly and applying the f-PCA technique compensates for this increase in the variance. Taking all these results together, it
is clear that PCA-based signal separation techniques can be useful in removing unwanted variation in motion data and enable a
more flexible assisted rehabilitation system for sensor-based motion capture.
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V. Conclusion
In this paper we studied technical challenges related to portability of on-body sensing systems specifically with regard to
motion capture applications. We considered power consumption and positional uncertainties as two main issues in these systems.
By proposing a post-processing approach we showed how these challenges can be overcome. The motion of human subjects and
a robot arm were captured whilst “random” changes were made to the positions of sensors for different sampling frequencies.
The movement of robot arm was analogous to flexion and extension of a human body joint. Ten marker wearing sessions of the
robot arm were captured for each different sampling frequency whilst introducing random changes in the positions of the
sensors. Results show that despite the inherent accuracy of both the motion capture system and the repetitive robot arm
movements, significant variation in the motion data exists due to these random changes in the positions of sensors as well as
variation in the sampling frequency. Reducing the sampling rate has the benefit of lowering the power consumption and
therefore permits the use of smaller batteries leading to improved comfort for the wearer. However, as the sampling frequency
decreases, the variation in patterns of motion increases. Nevertheless, we have shown that after applying f-PCA and PCA signal
processing techniques the increased variation due to sampling frequency reduction, as well as the variations due to errors in
marker positioning can be substantially reduced, thus providing a step towards a robust and flexible assisted rehabilitation.
Furthermore, we considered joint angles as motion data in our analysis. This has the benefit of making the results independent
from the technology used to measure motion, and allows the proposed approach to be generalized for use with other motion
capture technologies.
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